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Google Street View: Artistic Practices as Lines of Flight 

 Google Street View presents the public realm as ‘fact’, mapped and documented, and 
then reconstituted online, a virtual representation of the street condition. The raw material of the 
urban realm is rendered as a static, albeit fluid, image, one that sits uncomfortably between 
cinema and photography. Through ease of use, Street View presents a new and widely accepted 
mode of engagement with the urban environment, one that is fraught with possible implications 
as well as full of productive potential. For the user, everything from the banal to the exotic 
becomes immediately accessible. The visual approximation of the archived built environment 
has the potential to smooth difference, as our navigations are informed by a representation of the 
built condition from an unidentified point in time; in the process, the pre-formed conceptions of a 
location short-circuits the phenomenological development of a fundamental sense of place. 
Conversely, the objective capture of Street View produces a rich visual archive full of random 
captures and temporal disconnects; often producing an effect of deterritorialization on the user: 
destabilizing the passive reception of an already familiar urban fabric.  
 In light of the growing user practices that are mining this rich archive for myriad reasons, 
this paper proposes that the work of Deleuze, and Deleuze and Guattari, is critical to 
understanding the emergence and complexifying the visual and cognitive phenomenon of Google 
Street View. In particular, this paper examines user practices against the methodological 
framework of the conceptual categories of the Molar, Molecular and Line of Flight, in order to 
locate these myriad uses: from the standard, intended, molar uses; the adapted, research-driven 
molecular uses; to the creative, innovative uses, or lines of flight, of emerging artistic practices. 
Through this examination, the paper specifically engages how innovative creative practices 
signal a new way of thinking through this new digital tool; and how these innovative practices 
are subsequently co-opted by the capitalist machine of Google. 
 

Introduction 

 Google Street View presents the world as fact, mapped and documented, and 

reconstituted online; a virtual representation of a street condition. The raw material of the urban 

realm is rendered as a static, albeit fluid, image; an interface that invites a range of user 

practices—from both producers and consumers—that resists easy categorization. What emerges 

are a multiplicity of practices that produce a supple plane of organization: anticipated practices 
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like advertising to way-finding, as well as a range of innovative uses that advance or augment a 

variety of disciplines and broaden the horizon of various consumers: ranging from academic 

research to sensationalist curatorial practices; from interactive advertisements to a controversial 

gaming backdrop. This paper proposes that the conceptual organizational categories of the molar, 

molecular, and the line of flight, are three broader categories in which to situate the range of uses 

of Street View, and focuses on the artistic practices that exemplify the intrinsic qualities of the 

line of flight. In turn, these lines of flight are axiomatized by the fascist regime of Google; their 

ardent support of innovative, creative practices further advance the overall conception of the 

possibility of this technological plane and with it, our growing dependence on it.  

 

Visual Phenomenon/History of Google Street View 

Deploying an army of vehicles equipped with cameras, Google Street View is 

constructed from a series of photographs that are stitched together and then reconstituted online, 

re-presenting the existing street condition with a 360-degree view. Google’s vans objectively 

capture the city while driving through it, freezing the street condition on a random day at a 

random time, capturing urban detritus, graffiti, vacancy and the like. To access Street View, the 

viewer can drop ‘the man on the street’ onto any area that has been mapped in order to view the 

street scene, either from their online map interface or from Google Earth.  To navigate, the 

viewer can pan within the reconstructed scene, as well as move along the street by way of 

directional arrows in order to frame the view.   

 Google Street View was launched in 2007, with its first roll out consisting of only a small 

number of cities in the United States. By late 2008, a majority of the cities in the US had been 

mapped; since then, secondary streets, suburban and rural areas are continually being added to 
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the existing archive. The first iterations worked out many of the logistical elements of capture, 

quality of image, storage of data, and vehicle modifications. Subsequent iterations have 

experienced an increase in image quality, addressed privacy concerns, as well as simplified the 

capture system that enabled deployment of a fleet of vehicles that could accomplish their 

Sisyphean task of mapping every street, in line with their goal of organizing every piece of 

information in the world.1 Today, Google has mapped portions of all continents, including 

Antarctica and remote regions like the Amazon, through advancement of capture processes, 

deploying not only vehicles, but trikes, trolleys and back-pack infrastructures, which has allowed 

them to extend their scope to pedestrian plazas, nature trails, historic monuments, as well as 

mapping interior spaces of commercial partners, educational and cultural institutions.2  

 What results from their enormous undertaking is the subsequent proliferation of 

applications that accompany the interface. A veritable panoply of user practices: original uses 

include address look-up/ way-finding tool, nostalgic views of previous residences, 

reconnaissance of potential residences and surrounding neighborhood. With increased coverage, 

additional uses have emerged: a general curiosity for different parts of the world results in a 

virtual tourist travelling exotic mapped lands; extensive coverage now serves as augmenting 

planning research and resource management; with automated capture, new ‘curators’ look for 

unusual captures for sport; a range of interactive advertisements create a game-like environment, 

newly coined adver-gaming3, use Street View a backdrop to their gaming environment. 

                                                
1 Anguelov, Dragomir, et. al. “Google Street View: Capturing the World at Street Level.” Computer 43, no. 6 
(2010): 32., and http://maps.google.com/intl/en/help/maps/streetview/technology/cars-trikes.html for the public 
announcement of its technology. Accessed on October 11, 2012. 
2 Google presents a very public face regarding their technological accomplishments and advances, and their 
mapping division is no exception. Their official blog highlights the new additions to Street View, with particular 
emphasis on the unique or novel additions. http://googleblog.blogspot.com/search/label/maps%20and%20earth 
3 cf Eng, Paul. “Will ‘Adver-Gaming’ Take Off?”, http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/story?id=97834&page=1, 
November 11, 2011. Accessed on August 18, 2012. 
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Programmers use this raw material to create cultural history projects4 and environmental 

awareness campaigns.5 In the process, Google is expanding the notion of the ‘street’ and users 

can take Virtual museum tours, go on hiking expeditions, view ski slopes and dive underwater.6 

Over time, these advances in technology have produced a supple interface with inherent potential 

as raw material: a wave of creative and artistic practices have seized this massive visual archive 

of the built environment, producing new bodies of work that engage the interface in a number of 

ways: interventionist strategies, curatorial practices, and use of the raw material as means of 

production, thereby supplanting the actual built environment.7  

 

Characterizing User Practices 

 This initial- but brief- inventory of the Street View phenomenon begins to sketch out 

three larger organizational categories in which to understand the user practices and how they 

might begin to be understood as part of a broader cultural phenomenon. Utilizing the conceptual 

categories of Deleuze and Guattari (D & G)—the Molar, the Molecular and the Line of Flight—

become a helpful means to understand how each of these practices exist in relation to the some 

of the possible uses as anticipated by Google. In A Thousand Plateaus, D & G develop these 

terms in two ways, as a larger social structure and as lines that comprise individuals’ desires and 

                                                                                                                                                       
 
4 Recent websites like ‘History pin’ (www.historypin.com) and ‘What was there’ (www.whatwasthere.com/) place 
historic photos uploaded by users against the image within Street View; in the process, a rich cultural history has the 
potential to create a different understanding of the changes of a site over time. 
5 Google is partnering with organizations like Sustainable Amazon Foundation to help raise awareness of the fragile 
and important ecosystem. Additional areas include the recent mapping of Antarctica, as well as the reefs off the 
coast of Hawaii. http://www.treehugger.com/clean-technology/google-begins-mapping-for-street-view-in-the-
amazon.html. Accessed on October 11, 2012. 
6 Perhaps best exemplified by the language on the Google blog, as they highlight their new expeditions. 
7 There are numerous sites that celebrate these new artistic endeavors, often providing several artists and images of 
their project. The viral nature of the web allows sites to reblog or repost entire content, resulting in a duplication of 
content. One of the more comprehensive surveys of the practices is “Google’s Mapping Tools Spawn New Breed of 
Art Projects | Raw File | Wired.com.” Raw File, http://www.wired.com/rawfile/2011/08/google-street-view/,  
08/15/11. Accessed September 22, 2012. 
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tendencies.8 In the former, they describe the molar as ‘rigid segmentarity’ in terms of larger 

organizational structures within a society. States, institutions and class are examples of 

contemporary molar structures that influence individual practices, or standard ways of operating 

based on cultural norms. These molar structures fix the society, allowing a perpetuation of the 

culture, but leave little room for change or becoming.  The molecular is described as a supple 

segmentation, where larger structures no longer are considered in the same manner, intrinsic 

relational aspects of the molar structures cease and are replaced by flows and particles related to 

the structural categories, whereby the larger organizing structure thrives on the multiplicity of 

segmented lines that comprise the overall milieu.9  

 In relation to individual lines, the molar line can be seen as a calculable or foreseen 

element, one that is defined and concrete, such as aspects of our lives that adhere to the larger 

social norms. Molecular lines are ungraspable, imperceptible, one that is identifiable only when 

it has past; a line that splinters from the dominant molar line and creates movement and a 

suppleness within the overall social structure, such as divergent beliefs that go against the grain 

of the norm.10 The interplay of the two lines results in fissures and cracks within the coherent 

milieu or image of thought; when cracks are pushed to the limit, what results is a line of flight: 

an experience that produces an altered state in which a ‘return’ to the original molar structure is 

                                                
8 These larger concepts were first articulated in Anti-Oedipus as contributing to a shifting of the socius, and are 
found throughout A Thousand Plateaus. For the explication that follows, I draw primarily from the plateau “1874: 
Three Novellas, or ‘What Happened’” and “1933: Micropolitics and Segmentarity”, in Deleuze, Gilles and Félix 
Guattari. A Thousand Plateaus  : Capitalism and Schizophrenia. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987, 
192-231 
9 An example here might be the current explication of the neoliberal regime, whereby the State, as previously 
conceived, no longer has the same authority or provides the same services to its citizens; the privatization of services 
as well as the privatization of the public realm shifts the role of the State. 
10 A contemporary example here might be the recent public debate over same sex marriage and the splintering of 
held notions of the institution of marriage as more individuals call for a reconceptualization of ‘marriage’, while 
proponents of traditional definitions continue to solidify the ‘plane’ in certain parts of the country. 
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no longer possible.11 Considered a rupture, the line of flight represents a fundamental shift in the 

image of thought, producing ‘run offs’ in all directions.12 The potential for the line of the flight is 

immanent within the structure, and its relation to the plane is critical, for it marks an flight from a 

dominant structure, only to be subsumed, recaptured, or influence the terrain from which it 

emerged.13 

 When considering Street View, the molar line represents standard ‘sanctioned’ usages as 

anticipated by Google, whether from a producer or end-user activity. This includes the 

incorporation of a street view image into an existing website, either for real estate or commercial 

purposes, or from the user realm, viewed for way-finding purposes, either daily navigation or 

prospective residential consideration. In both instances, these activities represent usages as 

anticipated by Google, and they are on ‘record’ for articulating them as such.14 The molecular 

line represents idiosyncratic or innovative usages that challenge its role as a navigation tool and 

expands on its cultural significance from producer or user standpoint. Examples of this kind of 

usage ranges from its integration into a larger interface, such as its implementation into 

videogames and exercise equipment as backdrop, or the pending imagery use in GPS systems, to 

user strategies that use the tool as a virtual means to assess the condition of the built 

                                                
11 Specifically, this act of deterritorialization results in an eventual reterritorialization of the subject. However, the 
plane has shifted, the subject can no longer simply ‘return’ and the existing plane or milieu is altered by this process. 
12 A local example of ‘redefining’ marriage might be Babylonia Alvaz, who married a building as statement to save 
it from demolition. Failure to save the building, she then turned her efforts to Yesler Terrace, also slated for 
demolition and redevelopment. “Woman Who Married Warehouse Now Engaged to Neighborhood.” Seattle’s Big 
Blog, http://blog.seattlepi.com/thebigblog/2012/07/02/woman-who-married-warehouse-now-engaged-to-
neighborhood/, July 02, 2012. Accessed on October 11, 2012. 
13 A return to the plane is only possible by overcoding subjects, or in many instances, an axiomatization of the line 
of flight into the overall milieu. In the marriage debate, this can be seen in an increasing pressure for states to allow 
voters to vote on the issue, and many politicians taking a stance in support of the movement. No longer seen as a 
demand by a minoritarian group, the overall plane of support has shifted. While not embraced by all, it is this 
movement within the plane that allows a society to continue to change. 
14 As Google rolls out updates to Street View, they highlight uses in relation to these advances, with the videos 
archived on Youtube. The early video advertisement conceptualizes straightforward examples of how they imagined 
the tool to be used. As users make use of the tool, the cumulative effects of innovation of uses mapped onto the 
advances in technology, like capture methods, produces a supple plane that quickly seizes on innovation and works 
to incorporate those uses or inform subsequent expansion. 
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environment. Conducting street audits15, a visual inventory of the built environment (from the 

general condition, quantity and location of community infrastructures to the overall aesthetic 

quality) or in design boards that provide site context for projects, are two such examples that 

work directly with representations of the built environment. Additionally, interactive features 

like a recent State Farm ad engage the users’ input to overlay a programmed advertisement onto 

Street View imagery or the range of automobile companies that produce game environments as 

part of a giveaway contest.16 Projects like History Pin blend historic and Street View images, 

while at the same time, various websites cull sensational images inadvertently captured in the 

automated capture process, exposing the machinations of the machine to a broader audience. 

Darker and more insidious uses have also emerged in the process, where government entities 

have used Street View imagery to provide evidence17, thieves are purportedly casing 

neighborhoods and prostitution locations mapped with street view locations often capturing a 

prostitute awaiting a customer.18 Public shaming has also emerged, with politicians and 

individual citizens unwittingly captured in potentially compromising positions. The viral nature 

of the sensational curation results in a new kind of ‘15-minutes of fame’.19 

                                                
15 Published scholarship on the feasibility of the use of Street View for street audits includes work form several 
institutions, each authored by a team of researchers, cf. Badland, et. al., Clarke et. al., Rundle et. al., Taylor et. al., 
and Wilson et. al. 
16 Automotive manufacturers Volkswagen, Citroen, Fiat, Mercedes Benz, Mini have all developed an ‘Advergame’ 
to generate consumer interest, while State Farm and British Airways have developed interactive commercials based 
on user input of specific addressing. 
17 In the United States, law enforcement used images from Street View to aid a drug ring arrest; a recent building 
collapse in New York found Street View footage to exhibit warning signs. In other parts of the world, Greek 
authorities use Street View imagery to assess property claims, a Taiwanese man was convicted of negligent animal 
behavior when a Street View image revealed the dog in question to be found in his yard.  
18 Additional attention has been brought to this situation by the work of artist Mishka Henner. His work captures the 
sites of prostitution in Google Street View in order to make public the hidden sites of female violence, 
http://mishka.lockandhenner.com/blog/?cat=69. 
19 Google has taken extra steps to blur faces to ensure privacy, and have also instituted a process to have images 
removed from Street View. The resounding sentiment, however, is that by the time that the individual has become 
aware of the incident, it is too late. There are numerous cases in every country, ranging from naked toddlers to naked 
sunbathers, from public urination to public littering, and are too numerous to list here. 
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 A line of flight within these user practices emerges as a creative act that fundamentally 

alters the conception of standard practices like ‘way-finding’, in the process, it normalizes or 

axiomatizes some of the ‘innovative’ practices like street audits or interactive advertisements in 

relation to the rapidly expanding uses, the movement that is inherent within the plane itself. 

Lines of flight, in this case, function in a number of ways, and range from a user-based moment 

of deterritorialization, in which the individual suddenly realizes the inherent potential of this new 

tool or its construction; to practices that exhibit a single-minded focus, unreflective of its relation 

to the broader structural organization, like a line of desire, or a vector, that continues to move in 

its own direction. In this instance, artistic practices emerge as lines of flight, which seize upon 

the new visual archive as raw material, utilizing existing conceptual strategies but radically 

reinterpreted through this new tool, and in the process, challenging existing concepts or radically 

altering our sense of the limits of the Street View interface. Artists have utilized Street View to 

produce photographs, stop-motion animation video, ‘stereographic’ images20, as raw material for 

painting and drawing projects, performative gestures have resulted in the insertion of the project 

into the archived street scene; musicians have used Street View to build a visual platform for 

music videos; literary artists have used Street View to develop location descriptions and 

constructing a virtual audio tour in relation to Street View images; filmmakers use Street View to 

aid in scouting out locations; these are but some examples of the diversity of creative practices 

that have emerged from this new visual archive. 

 

                                                
20 New stereographic imagery has become ubiquitous with the increase in digital cameras that shoot in ‘panorama’ 
mode in conjunction with Photoshop’s increasingly robust suite of tools that enable seaming and distortion through 
filters. Street View’s images create a panorama from 15 different lenses, making this ability to construct 
stereographic images that much easier. Chemin Vert, by Giacomo Miceli has garnered much attention for his use of 
Street View footage, “Stereographic Projection | Colossal”, n.d. http://www.thisiscolossal.com/tags/stereographic-
projection/ and a flickr page devoted to stereographic images can also be found, some of which are compiled from 
Street View. http://www.flickr.com/groups/stereographic/. Accessed on October 11, 2012. 
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A few projects that exemplify the ‘line of flight’  

 In the early stages of the roll out of Street View, a small constellation of artists emerged 

that recognized the potential of this new visual archive, producing a leap forward within their 

own lines of practices, while still maintaining a continuity in overall conceptual content. At the 

same time, this new technology challenged some existing conceptions of artistic practices at the 

broader social level. Artists Robin Hewlett and Ben Kinsley both had artistic practices that had a 

performative aspect that engaged interventionist strategies that built upon spontaneous situations. 

Their project, “A Street with a View” was the first artistic intervention within Google Street 

View, and was highly choreographed event that worked in collaboration with Google to produce 

a theatrical scene that relied on the neighborhood and a strong community to pull off the several 

blocks-long intervention, of which large portions remain intact online, nearly 4 years later.21 

Google’s apparatus moved through a staged environment, in which the seemingly spontaneous 

cast of characters was then rendered as part of a stable archive. As an individual line, Hewlett’s 

practice had previously focused on the truth-value of representation by inserting performances 

into the public realm without notice. This project advanced that concern, calling into question the 

accuracy and objective nature of the archive as produced by Google, with the performance now 

archived as part of the fabric of Sampsonia Way. It required the active involvement of an entire 

community to make it happen. In the process, this staged event altered her own artistic trajectory, 

which now focuses less on discrete artistic performative interventions and seeks to manifest a 

different possible world from community interaction through artistic and creative events.22 The 

project itself was conceived while Street View was still in its early stages, and Google’s Street 

                                                
21 Their website, http://www.streetwithaview.com/, provides a host of information, as well as video and commentary 
about its construction. It is evident that some of the streets have since been remapped, altering the experience of the 
project, as accessed in June, 2012,.  
22 From an online interview from 3Arts Artists Awards 2010, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duAdENvyyOg, 
Accessed October 11, 2012 
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View team was eager to meet with Hewlett and Kinsley.23 The potential of collaborative 

partnerships in which Google provides the infrastructure, and their willingness to incorporate 

novel uses, supports their stated position of advocating for web democracy, of which mapping 

every street and organizing every bit of information is a part. As part of the larger structure of 

Google and Street View, this collaboration and its staged theatrics moved beyond the early molar 

uses of Street View as a mere way-finding device and opened up a whole possible range of uses 

and interventions within the rapidly developing framework.  

 A second practice that exemplifies one of the characteristics of the line of flight is the 

work of Doug Rickard, who recently catapulted from relative artistic obscurity to inclusion in a 

recent survey ‘New Photography of 2011’ at the Museum of Modern Art in New York. As a self-

taught photographer with a sociology background, issues of race and poverty in America drive 

his work. He describes his decision to use street view as an epiphany.24 In the process of needing 

to find different ways to produce a body of work without travelling, he first experimented with 

using key word searches to construct image collages, until he stumbled upon Street View. He 

quickly shifted gears and set off down the virtual road; every step and image a quiet nod to the 

rich history of photographers that sought to portray the fabric of America. His knowledge of the 

lineage of photographers is also self-taught; his framing decisions within the Street View 

interface is both a conscious attempt to represent the sociological issues that he seeks to locate, 

as well as is informed by the photographic conventions of ‘documentary’ photography. 15,000 

images later, Rickard’s single-minded focus of scouring the streets via this new medium appears 

                                                
23 From an online interview with the artists, which describes the thought process of the work and contacting Google. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?index=2&feature=PlayList&v=UnHWokZrVd4&list=PLF0D451B31C732750, 
Accessed October 11, 2012 
24 Following is culled from an online video interview produced in conjunction with an exhibit at Pier 24 
Photography in San Francisco, http://www.americansuburbx.com/2011/06/asx-tv-doug-rickard-a-new-american-
picture-2011.html. Accessed April 22, 2012. 
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to be mostly unreflective of the inevitable controversy that would emerge from his use of the 

automated capture. His lack of a formal education, I believe, enabled him to pursue a project that 

he felt wholly committed to without dwelling on whether or not it would be seen as a legitimate 

body of work by the art world and the photographic community at large- in other words, there is 

no evidence of ‘analysis paralysis’, but an unmediated enthusiasm for compiling the images. 

Today, on the whole, the predominant sentiment is that it is considered a legitimate body of 

work, with a publication set to be re-released this fall. I would argue that his voracious appetite 

for the history of photography and the maintenance of his highly regarded website, “American 

Suburb X” gives it the foundation on which it stands, both in terms of a perceived conceptual 

intention and a knowing ‘nod’ to the photographic greats that came before him25 post-

production; but his initial foray and his single minded focus was far less cognizant of this history 

and its eventual place within it, based on a textual analysis of a recent interview. 

 In similar vein, Michael Wolf raises this question of legitimacy and emerges as a 

controversial figure within the Media world. As an established photographer that has won awards 

for excellence in journalistic photography, as well as an accomplished gallery artist, Wolf shifted 

the photographic plane in 2011 when he submitted images from a body of work entitled “A 

Series of Unfortunate Events” in the category ‘Contemporary Issues’ in the annual World Press 

Photo awards, for which he received ‘Honorable Mention’. The images were culled from Street 

View, and the heated debate that emerged as a result exposed the cracks in the molar structure of 

“Journalism” and “Photography”. The discourse that surrounded this award, evident in the 

various blog and newspaper comment sections, points to concretely defined expectations of 

                                                
25 Blog discussion forums illustrate the level of respect that Rickard has earned among his photography peers in 
relation to his own blog, American Suburb X; conversely, users are also debating whether it is art or not, and if so, 
whether it is his work or Google’s. Regardless, the continuous mention of his blog site continues to lend it 
legitimacy, given his exhibited level of knowledge of the history of photography. 
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journalistic photography.26 This creative line advanced important critical questions, not only how 

we understand a photograph to function, but also challenges questions of authorship, ownership, 

the definition between creating and editing, the social value of conceptual work in relation to an 

existing archive to which everyone has access, and perhaps most importantly: ‘to what degree 

must the journalist bear witness’ and what, precisely, constitutes ‘news’. What marks this 

practice as different from Rickard’s is that Wolf was wholly enmeshed in the journalistic 

establishment and its machinations. He knew his submission would draw attention, and while he 

was surprised by receiving the award, he credited the jury as being ‘forward thinking’ and 

praised them for being liberal-minded in their willingness to recognize the merit of the project, 

and in the process, advance the overall discourse that surrounds photographic journalism.27 

 Today, there are many runoff artistic practices using Street View, ranging from countless 

photographic projects that seek to capture similar concerns like those of Rickard, constructing 

new realities based on manipulations of the Street View image, antagonistic interventions and 

political work that highlights privacy issues. Traditional 2D artists also utilize the archive, using 

it as a base from which to paint landscapes, to a more conceptually grounded work that uses 

present day images from Street View in relation to vintage matchbook covers. Furthermore, 

video artists also draw from this archive, creating an elaborate stereographic animated film, 

compiled by Street View footage from multiple continents, to the short film “Address is 

Approximate” a story about using Street View to experience the world, which earned Tom 

Jenkins and his firm Media Theory much attention. And of course, the media sensation, “The 
                                                
26 An exchange is documented on the DVA Photo site is a good example of the debate that ensued, with a litany of 
user comments to one article, http://www.dvafoto.com/2011/02/some-thoughts-on-google-street-view-and-world-
press-photo/; followed by a response by Donald Weber, also accompanied by a litany of responses, 
http://www.dvafoto.com/2011/02/picture-head-a-response-from-donald-weber/. Together, the voices that emerge 
point to a critical threshold within the journalistic establishment and the photography community at large. Accessed 
April 21, 2012. 
27 http://greg.org/archive/2011/02/13/michael_wolf_wins_world_press_photo_honorable_mention_ 
for_google_street_view_photos.html. Accessed April 21, 2012. 
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Wilderness Downtown”, a music video by Arcade Fire, which interacts with the unique user, 

creating an individualized viewing experience, weaving together evocative imagery from places 

latent with memory for each user in relation to the filmed footage of the video. 

 In all, each creative act presents a kind of ‘leap’ within the particular artists oeuvre, 

advancing or shifting their individual planes as a result of this new visual archive. While each of 

the practices might not be considered as conceptually rigorous as some, or may not be at the 

same level of sustained engagement upon which one builds a large body of work, each of the 

practices do represent a radical departure from the original intentions of Google.28 What results 

are newly conceived material practices that not only alter the plane of immanence and how we, 

the end-users, now conceptualize the tool and its potential across a broader segment of the 

society, but also alters or constructs new plane of organization as conceived by Google. These 

innovative practices that utilize the tools of Google are not wholly anticipated, but when they 

emerge, they advance not only the ways in which Google can market or advertise its value, but 

elicits additional strategies in which to capitalize on the creative forces in order to absorb a 

greater market share. What results are a new series of products that build upon the existing 

infrastructure and enormous financial outlay. 

 

Axiomatizing the line of flight 

 If the present-day society can be conceived of a plane of immanence, the overall plane 

can be broken down into micro layers that allow our society to remain open to change, for 

movement that exists on each layer affects and is affected by the other layers, as explicated by  

                                                
28 Stephen Chau, project manager at Google is on record for stating “Bill's use of Street View, to inspire his 
paintings and to create a virtual community of artists, is a remarkable example that we hadn't imagined but are really 
excited to see," Jackson, Nicholas. “Artist Travels the United States, Finds Inspiration Using Google.” The Atlantic, 
February 4, 2011. http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2011/02/artist-travels-the-united-states-finds-
inspiration-using-google/70788/. Accessed June 14, 2012. 
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D & G in What is Philosophy, in which philosophy, science and art have important roles in the 

larger structure or milieu, and together, advances thought through the rich intersection of the 

various planes. Within the plane of composition, the artists that are invoking Street View as a 

rich tool are subject to the same thickening of the plane that society, as a whole, experiences. So 

while what might initially be considered a ‘line of flight’ in relation to the other more general 

user practices, taken as a artistic segment, the various artists that utilize the tool become 

axiomatized within the larger plane of composition, and the various practices that engage Street 

View begin to coalesce along individual molar and molecular lines, best characterized as ‘runoffs 

in all directions’. An example of this might be Bill Guffey, a self-trained artist who previously 

worked from photographs found Street View to be a rich archive from which to draw.29 A 

molecular line. In turn, he initiated a virtual paint-out organized around a chosen location within 

Street View; every month, artists from around the world virtually descend upon the chosen site, 

each producing a painting from the virtual location, according to the rules laid out by Guffey.30 

No longer seizing the creative potential of the tool as a purposeful act, the artists turn 

functionaries, taking the supple molecular line and making it a rigid, established molar activity, 

in which Street View is merely a tool within a larger established structure. 

 Google becomes fascist regime, par excellence. It encourages all of these lines of flight, 

only to quickly axiomatize them in turn. Idle virtual tourism is now wholly subsumed, with 

world-class museums mapped, as well as the natural and man-made ‘wonders’ of the world, 

cultural heritage sites alongside endangered lands. The creative potential, made explicit by these 

artistic practices, was seized upon by Google, with a sanctioned ‘chrome experiment’ in 

conjunction with Arcade Fire. Google actively supplied the infrastructure and the coding 

                                                
29 Jackson, ibid. 
30 Bill Guffey, http://virtualpaintout.blogspot.com/p/about-project.html. Accessed on June 13, 2012. 
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knowledge, and Arcade Fire provided a conceptual armature and a large fan base; the joining of 

the molar and molecular line is a moment of micro-fascism that D & G warn as being so 

seductive: democratizing these robust, technological tools, granting enormous creative license to 

independent artists; in turn Google celebrating the creative potential made possible by their own 

technological and cultural prowess.  

 In turn, as viewers and end-users, we stand amazed and in awe of the scope of Google’s  

Street View project, criticize and express concern over invasion of privacy, all the while 

celebrate the efficiency that Google has brought to our lives through their robust, smart and 

simple tools. Tools designed, expressly with the number one goal: designed with the user in 

mind, everything else will follow.  In turn, Google actively democratizes this process, espousing 

an open source environment built on shared knowledge and ingenuity. Users are given agency, or 

responsibility, to assist or be a part of this great effort of making all of the worlds information 

available, and for our purposes here, inviting ‘citizen cartographers’ to improve the maps in their 

neighborhood. To recall the uncomfortable provocation in Anti-Oedipus, we apparently do desire 

our own fascism, for we actively take part developing this tool that makes us more dependent 

upon Google to bring us this information we never knew we needed. 
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